General Policies
1. Dealers must be registered with Sunflower Auto Auction and licensed by their state
before doing business.
2. All purchasing dealers must get a Bidder Badge before buying.
3. No vehicle for sale may enter the auction without being properly registered.
4. All vehicles purchased or sold on the premises must be processed through the office.
5. All vehicles purchased must be paid for on day of sale.
6. The Seller is obligated to verify the accuracy of the announced conditions, the condition
lights and the accuracy of specified mileage. Costs on returned vehicles due to
misrepresentation are at the Seller`s expense.
7. Titles submitted by the Seller must be in the Sellers company name.
8. All inoperative odometers are sale day arbitration only.
9. The mileage and model year provided by this auction on the windshield is to be used only
as a guide.
10. The Seller guarantees all items subject to arbitration on vehicles sold for $2005 or more.
11. Salvage, flood, lemon law, reissued VIN plates, MSO, CO, altered suspensions, and
major damage history brands must be announced.
12. All gray market and Canadian vehicles must be announced.
13. The Buyer is obligated to understand and watch the condition lights. Please verify the
VIN number, the model year and the mileage of the vehicle purchased against the issued
invoice. This must be done before leaving the sale.
14. “If” sales in all lanes are binding on the Buyer for one hour. Approval of the bid price by
the Seller within one hour constitutes a sale. The Buyer may then test drive for
Arbitration.
15. Any purchase other than under the hammer is an as is transaction. The auction will not
become involved in any arbitration procedures on these sales.
16. All vehicles sold for $2000 or less or as is must be paid for immediately.
17. The auction does not guarantee the year of any house trailer, motor home, boat, boat
motor, antique car, dune buggy or motorcycle. This information should be verified
before settlement. The auction will not become involved in a dispute on these vehicles
which will be sold “As is”.
18. A clean, transferable title must be turned into settlement office within 30 days from date
of sale.
19. If the Auction determines that the transaction is not fair and ethical to either party, the
Seller and Buyer agree that the Auction may cancel the sale at the Auction`s sole
discretion. The announcement of "miles exempt" on 10 year and older vehicles is NO
LONGER REQUIRED. Buyer of these vehicles must assume the title may show the
"Miles Exempt" designation.

